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%Ids flag and sign which reads; "Little Ones Understand
Black ( hristmas," a vOung boy marches through' the streets
of Meniphis with 4,0011 others, demanding black reprosenta-
Mae on the eit,v's school board. As part of the protest, blacks
InMemphis are boycotting white merchants. (UPI)
Guides Are Available
For New TV Program
NEW YORK — What's on the
curriculum for Junior's televi-
sion lesson today?
Mothers and teachers of pre-
school children who will be
watching television's new en-
tertainment and education se-
ries, "Sesame Street." wil lbe
able to find out in advance with
the help of a special monthly
Guide.
The series begins Nov. 10 on
more than 170 public television
stations from coast to coast.
In addition to information on
the main educational elements
of each day's program, the Par-
ent/Teacher Guide to Sesame
Street" will offer suggestions
about followup activities that
might be conducted with the
child viewers to help reinforce
what they learned on the day's
program.
Six issues of the Guide are
scheduled, e a ch containing
descriptions of 24 upcoming
shows. The guide also does dou-




During- the executive session
of City Council meeting Tues-
day Councilman James Netters
said he was distrustful of May-
or Loeb's reasons for the march
ordinance being placed on the
City Council agenda for first
reading this week.
Though the mayor's stated
purpose of the ordinance is to,
as he said, protect the rights of
all citizens, Councilman Netters
bases his distrust on a state-
ment made by the Mayor in
which he said "I am fed up
to my ears with all of this
m a rching."
Mayor Loeb said that he was
in the process of setting up
meeting with all concerned
groups to discuss needed
ichanges in the ordinance. the
organizations mentioned were,
' the Cotton Carnival, the Christ•
mas Parade and the NAACP.
I Councilman Nestees said that
this was commendable, but that
the ordinance shouldn't be plac-
ed on the agenda until t h s'
combined review is eompleted,
into a fullcolor wall poster deal-
ing with some subject covered
in the show. The poster sub-
jects range from the letters of
the alphabet to numbers to
geometric shapes to logic
games.
The first issue is being of-
fered free as a sample to par-
ents and teachers who send
their name and address to Par-
ent's Guide, Box 9140, St. Paul.
Minn. 55177. The subseription
rate for the series of individual
copies mailed in advance each
month is $2.
A supply of copies is also
being made available through
many public television sta-
tions for use by Head Start





"Sesame Street" is designed
to prepare three-, four-and-five
year-old children with infor-
mation and skills that will be
helpful to them when they be-
gin their formal education.
THE LEARNING TREAT — Mrs. Jacque-
line Rohn:mon (2nd from left), president of
the Jack and Jill of America Foundation
presents the Foundation's second check of
$10,000 to University al Pittsburgh Chancel
lor Dr. Wesley W. PoblIstar to support a re
The march ordinance present-
ed this week had been changed
from a previous ordinance
which required a parade per-
mit and which Netters said
gave the police chief too much
power. The ordinance requir-
ing a permit was presented last
week by Director of Fire and
Police Frank Holleman. fol-
lowing the Black Monday
march. Two weeks ago Coun-
cilman Netters blocked the or-
dinance saying "the council
should deal with the problems
causing the march rather than
the march itself. What's This? Richard
Atlanta Life
Official Dies Nixon In New Business.
Funeral services for Eugene
Marcus Martin, vice presi-
dent of Atlanta Life Insurance
Company, were held last Thurs-
day, Oct. 30, at the First Con-
gregational Church in Atlanta,
Ga.
Mr. Martin died in Atlanta
on Tuesday, Oct. 28. Ivey Bro-
thers Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
Announcement of the death
made by N. B. Herndon.




search and demonstration project involv-
ing pre school ghetto children. Looking on
are Mrs. Andre Gaines, preodstit of I h e
Pittsburgh Jack mid Jill of America Chap-
ter. and Mrs. El(.,aor DeLoatne. National
president of Jack and Jill,
Appointment of Richard Nix-
i on, 28, of Waukegan as one of
the first franchisees for data
'processing in the Chicagoland
area was announced this week
by Facs Data Centers, Inc.
Paul Svendsen, president of
Facs, said Nixon has become
owner of his own data process-
ing business and has completed
'a comprehensive training pro-
gram to qualify as a district
manager for the international
Facs organization that has
U. S. headquarters in Chicago.
' Nixon was captain ana most
valuable player in his senior
year at Waukegan high school'
its football, baseball and basket-
pall. He made All-State in bas-
liletball In 1959 and he was,
captain of the first Waukegan
learn ever to advance to the
state basketball finals.
Nixon will offer data proces-
sing services mostly through-
out the greater Waukegan
industrial area, working di-
rectly with DPS, Inc., Wauke-
gan, which is Facs' Midwest
computer center.
He received a degree in gen-
eral business from Marquette
University in 1963 when he was
graduated as the outstanding
man in his class.
Calling the franchising of
data processing the "newest
development in the fast-mov-
ing computer services field."
Svendsen said franchising has
become necessary to solve the
severe personnel and customer
service problems that have de-
veloped because of the indus-
try's extremely rapid growth.
He added that the Facs pp-
proach to fra,nchisicg also is!
designed to break the virtual'
monoply big comp tees have
had on the use 01 'its by
making modern computer tech-
nology available to smaller
firms at a reasonable cost.
"Data processing is grow-
ing so fast there's an acute
personnel problem throughout
the industry," Svendsen ex-
plained.
"There's a constant turnover
.1 of qualified people either
i through rapid promotions or
ibecause of frequent transfers
Ifrom one company or data cen-
ter to another because of bet-
ter offers.
"This may be fine for people
in the business, but it has
proved annoying to customers
who don't have any one person
to depend on because of a suc-
cession of different individuals
in the data center looking after
the account," Svendsen said.
"But Richard Nixon is in a 1
different category. He's an in-
dependent businessman whoj
has made a substantial invest-
ment in his own data proces- 1
sing business.
"Since he's interested in the
success of his own business,
his firm must provide good
service to succeed."
Nixon explained he selected
the greater Waukegan •territor.,
because of this area's huge
potential for data processing
services.
Many smaller companies and
individual businessmen who
would like to "get out of the
paper jungle into the world of
computers have been stopped by
prohibitive costs," he pointed
out
Costs have been high main-
ly because of the expense of
"Programming" computers,
which has meant developing a
set of specific instructions tell-
ing the electronic brain ex-
actly what to do for each
:customer.
In addition to stud ing at
M a rquette , Nixon has taken
j extension courses from Alex-
'ander Hamilton Institute, and
is a graduate of New York uni-
versity:s marketing seminar
and of the Sears Buying Insti-
tute.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI)
— Around 4,000 demonstrators, pers.
chanting "go to hell, white The Coalition had called for
folks, go to hell," marched a school boycott, work stoppage
through downtown Memphis __by blacks and a closure of
Monday to back up black de- black businesses for the fourth
mands for a voice in public consecutive observance
school affairs and union repre- School officials reported 66,693
sentation at a Catholic hospital, students, most of them from
It was the largest demonstra- predominantly black schools,
tion by blacks since Mrs. Mar- were absent among an enroll-
tin Luther King, Jr. led a trib-
ute march to her slain husband
in April of 1968.
Many city employes, largely
garbage workers and hospital
workers, joined the twe-mile
march Monday, the latest in a
series of "Black Monday" ob- 
Sanitation Department offic-
servances protesting the 
,ials said 1,594 of 1.927 employes
cies of the city school board day,
P"11- failed to report for work Mon-
and those of Catholic-owned St, 
curtailing garbage collec-
tions.
Joseph Hospital. In addition to the sanitation
About 200 of the marchers department employes, hospital
later took to the main street:employes who are also ..asem-
sidewalks during the afternoonlbers of the American Federa-
rush hour. Police said thereltion of State, County and Muni-
were some exchanges between cipal Employes, joined the
marchers and shoppers, but no march forcing emergency pro-
cedures in city hospitals.
Two persons, including an un-1 The Coalition includes tke
identified juvenile, were arrest-ionion which went on OM%
ed in the larger demonstration. against St. Joseph Hospital Oct.
Juano H. Matthews, 19, of 5 in a dispute over which em-
Memphis, was charged with . ployes should vote in a union




By DUREN CHEEK ' by officers who said he was
carrying a large stick. The ju-
venile reportedly cursed shop-
ment of 134,656. Officials said
660 of the 5,600 teachers were
absent.
Student absences had ranged
from about 45,000 to 65,000 on
previcus "Black St:or-days."
Miss Rainey Engaged
To Andrew Little, Jr.
Mrs. Helen Doris Little Rain-
ey of 121 North Rembert st. an-
nounces the engagement of her
daughter, Miss Ophelia Waldine
Rainey, to Andrew L. Butler.
Jr., of Nashville, Tenn.
The bride-elect is the daugh-
ter of the late Mr. Walter P
Rainey and the granddaughter
of Mrs. Ophelia Manney Little
and the late Mr. Booker T. Lit-
tle, Sr.
Miss Rainey was graduated
from Manassas High School and
received a bachelor of arts de-
gree from Fisk university i
Nashville. She is a member of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
While at Fisk, she was a
member of the Fisk Stage craf-
ters, the Sociology Club, Oval,
Student National Education As-
FEMALE EXECUTIVE — Mrs. Eunice
Simms, second from right, a traveling per-
sonnel supervisor with the F. W. Wool-
worth Co., familiarires two salesgirls in a
New York City Woolshorth with the latest
techniques of selling. Mrs. Simms, a native
of North Carolina, began her Woolworth
career 13 years ago as a salesgirl hi a
Brooklvo
sociation, the women's chorus,
Retreater and the Leadership
Conference.
Miss Rainey is presently a
student at the University of
Tennessee School of Social
Work in Nashville.
Mr. Butler is the son of
Evangelist and Mrs. Andrew L.
Butler, Sr., of Nashville.
He is the grandson of Mrs
William Ridley and the late
Mr. Ridley. He attended Pearl
High School of Nashville and
Tennessee State University.
Mr. Butler is employed at the
Avco Aeronautical Structures
of Nashville.
The wedding will take place
at the Gospel Temple Baptist
Church in Memphis on Dec. 27,
i1969.
store. Recently appointed to this
execnthe position in the company's North
eastern realise office, Mrs. Simms conducts
in store training sessions in 45 Woolworth
stores in the New York City area. On the
MO. assisted by Dr. J. A. Pam. Jr., dean
The salesgirls are Miss Cris Hughes sec
ond from left) and Miss Ruth Johnson.
8
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ed the Ebony Fashion Fair which came to Memphis on
Tuesday, Nov. 4, and typical of this year's appayel is cas-
ual yet elegant men's wear from Sears The-Men's Store.
Red, white and blue defines the clear, crisp pattern of this
traditionally styled plaid sport coat with slanted flap pock-
ets. wide lapels and shaped waist. I. tapered body shirt with
wide spread collar and French cuffs is color complemented
by an all-silk apache scarf in an art deco design. Matching
belt and cuff links capture the attention in creative access-
ories, while white polyester and cotton blend slacks com-
plete the total look of the season.
N. C. Woman Holds Top
Position With Woolworth
NEW YORK—What happens,
to a young lady when she ar-
rives in New York fresh out of
college with a bachelor's degree
in elementary education? Usual-
ly, she goes right into a class-
room. With Mrs. Eunice Simms
however, it was straight behind
the cosmetics counter of a re-
tail store in Brooklyn.
Today, she hasn't regretted
it one bit. After 13 years 1.+•ith
the F W. Woolworth Co. Mrs.
Simms holds an important po-
sition as a traveling personnel
supervisor. covering 45 Wool-
worth stores in the New York
City area.
While Mrs. Simms didn't un-
dergo four years of college pre-
paration at Winston-Salem State
University with this job in
mind, the education has by no
means been waisted. Her origi-
nal intention was to work for a
while to acquire the funds for
graduate studies before going
into teaching. But, as so often
happens, the temporary post-
ponement of plans stretched
out through the years.
Mrs. Simms was a salesgirl
.• for five years at the Brooklyn
store. Then she moved up to as-
sistant cashier and to cashier
before changing stores in 1968.
Last year she moved to a Wool-
worth store in the center of
Harlem, on 125th Street: she
handled personnel matters
there.
In April of this year she re-
ceived her big promotibn and
moved to Woolworth's Northeast
ero regional office in the com-
pany's executive headquarters
in lower Manhattan. Although
operating from the famous Wool-
worth Building, Mrs. Simms
spends most of her time in the
field. covering personnel rela-
tions and training at store
levels in Harlem. Midtown and
downtown Manhattan.
A native of Merry Hill, N.0
—a small hamlet which s h e
humorously identifies as being
"96 miles south of Norfolk.
Va." — Mrs. Simms in spite
I Damages were estimated at
over ;11,000 but Charles Cook,
head of the neighborhood office
has stated that much of the
damage could have been avoid-
ed if the fireman would have
responded to the fire alarm
of her heavy Woolworth sched-
ule still finds time for, and en-
joys, her duties as a homema-
ker.
"When you're from the South,"
she says. "you learn to house-
keep at an early age, and liking,
it only comes natural." She be-I
gan cooking family meals ati
the age of 11. for example. andi
the current popularity of "soul
food- is old hat to her. Her lovel
of good food and its thoughtftdi
preparation has made h e r
somewhat of an expert in Ital-
ian cuisine and she enjoys cre-
ating dishes with a Neapolitan
flavor
In her daily involvements
with hundreds of Woolworth
salesgirls, Mrs. E i m ms ap-
proaches her subjects on a most
informal and highly personal;
level. Like all other Woolworth
employees who have advanced;
beyond the store level, Mrs.!
Simms can relate to salesgirIS
and clerks in the context of ex.J
oerience, for most all of them
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Fire Guts Cleve. Core Headqtrs.
CLEVELAND — Fire of an sooner. the fire house, and got to the
undetermined or gin gutted l According to Cook, it was scene of the fire minutes after
the headquarters of the Con-every bit of 45 minutes after the first call came through.
Cress Of Racial Equality the alarm was pulled, that the The 511,000 estimate came
(CORE) headquarters, at 1168 firemen arrived, and becaus from .fire officials, but CookE. 105tli Street, last week, of the long delay, the uneces• also disagreed on this.
sary damage to the office was
done. He set the estimate at $15,-
A fire department officia1,000.
has repudiated this statementi It is expected that Cook, and
saying that immediately after CORE will take formal action
the fire 'department received concerning the delay of the
the call at 3:15 A. M. they left answering the fire alarm.
WINNER AND MODEL — First pri-ee in
the Student Hair Styling Contest at the Ten-
nessee State Beauticians' Annual Conven-
tion held here recently at the Sheraton-
Peabody Hotel was won by Miss Beverly
Miller. left, a senior cosmetology student
at Booker T. Washington High School, and
of
she Is seen hero with her model. Miss
Nadalsn Couch who wears her creation,
the soft mood, "Up and Away." Miss Miller
is a unit president of the Booker T. Wash-
ington YICA Club and daughter of Mr. and







Save 15c on our new Injector 11's. Eleven blades with
coating as The Spoiler. What a Super Stainless deal!
To the dealer: You are authorized to redeem this coupon. We will
reimburse you for its face value plus Sc for handling, providing
coupon is redeemed in accordance with our customer offer. Any
other use constitutes fraud. Invoice proving purchase of suffi-
cient stock to cover coupons submitted must be shown upon
request. Cash value 1/15th of 1c. Any sales tax involved is to be
paid by consumer. This coupon is nontransferable arid good only
for the product specified. Offer good only in U.S A and Puerto
Rico except where prohibited by law. For prompt payment.
send this coupon to: Gillette Injector Offer, Box 1034, West-
bury, New York. Zip 11590. This offer expires February 26, 1970.
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HAWKINS, Texas — After a
final tall s% Dr. J. 0. Perpener
president of Jarvis Christian
College, has announced the
addition of 36 new faculty and
staff members, raising the to-
tal payroll to approximately
150 residents of this area.
Appointments h a ye been
made in maey areas of the
College's program1 and some
positions are now staffed aftef
varying periods of inactivity
Among new appointments
there are six individuals who
received all of or a part of .
their college training at Jarvis'
Christian.
Dr. Perpener expects the
upward trend in employment
to continue at the College.
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds
I Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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Julia's House of Beauty
C.M.E. MISUSING NOOSE
'Glamour make—up for the Block Woman—Be a beautiful you. Expert
.Consultants will demonstrate the latest In Black Beauty.
NOV. 9,1969 3 - 6p.m.
PUBLIC INVITED
For further information Contact Mt. Tyler Glover Branch Manager at
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new dimension of the role of
the Negro in behalf of Confed-
erate forces during the Civil
War has been unearthed, ex-
plored, and explained by a
North Carolina Central Uni-
versity history professor in a
new book released by Duke
University Press.
In "The Confederate Negro;
Virginia's Craftsmen and Mili-
tary L a b orers, 1861-1865,"
James H. Brewer shows the
Negro working for a common
cause—the healing of the sick,
the comforting of the dying,
and the mastery of industrial
techniques to sustain a society.
Dr. Brewer reveals much
new information on Negro labor
in that period. He points out
that the Confererate Negro, al-
though living largely as a
chattel, nonetheless ignored
the fact and also the "beckon-
ing of Yankee liberators" and
responded to the rebel yell.
What Brewer has accomplish-
ed best in his book perhaps
is to show how the Negro—par-
ticularly those black craftsmen
and military laborers in Vir-
ginia—were able to close the
gap in the Confederacy's tech-
nological needs during the
war, and the extent to which
they sustained the South's war
capability.
Brewer proves that the Negro
Milliken OK's
Supreme Court
Governor Milliken held a
press conference last week
(Thursday) and answered a
number of questions. Includ-
ed were his opinions o n the
U. S. Supreme Court's unani-
mous vote that Mississippi
and other states, integrate
now-without delaying tactics,
as the national Nixon adminis-
tration had attempted to do
in the Mississippi case.
Gov. Milliken, reminded that
Michigan has segregated school
districts had the following
answer:
"There are many funda-
mental ways to get at this prob-
lem. I think the most fruitful
way is to acknowledge that we
have had in this state segregat-
ed living patterns where minor-
ity groups may be, as a result
of law and practice and tra-
dition, required to live in re-
striced areas, sometimes in in-
ner cities, and the greatest hope
for breaking these patterns in
educational segregation is to
solve the more fundamental
problem of housing and the
freedom and the mobility to
Move from the area to another.
That's not only the right
legally to do so but the very
question of helping, through
job training programs and
employment opportunity, to
make it economically possible
to move.
It's one thing to legally be
able to move into another
area. It's quite another thing
to have the dollars with which
to leave. So that I think we're
getting at this more fundamen-
tal problem hi many different
ways in Michigan.
But the objective of the edu-
cation reform program is to
say right now wherever any
child in this state lives, he is
entitled to an equal education-
al opportunity, he's entitled, if
he's under achieving for what-
ever reason including his en-
vironment a n d his back-
ground and the disadvantag-
ed conditions under which he
has brought up, he's entitled to
receive special kinds of pro-
grams to help him reach a
standard of performance
which is considered to be ac-
ceptable.
"So I'd say in the- education
reform program and in the
fair and open housing and in
the other programs to try to
get job training and job oppor-
tunities, that were attacking
the problem in a very funda-
mental way. Gov. Milliken in
reply to a question about Presi-
dent Nixon's nomination of Cle-
ment Haynsworth made the
following statement:
"Estimates at this point
indicate that Judge Hayns-
worth i s lacking 12 neededl
votes. I have no way of really
knowing whether that's true.
My estimate is that it is un-
likely that Judge Haynsworth
will have sufficient support
based upon my conversation
with Senator Griffin. And I sup-
port Senator Hart's position
and, certainly, Senator Grif-
I fin's."
VENABLE MAPS 'BLACK CAPITALISM'
Black Replaces White
As Minority Aid Head
WASHINGTON — The white preneurism program under
man who organized and was
responsilbe for creating the
"black capitalism programs
in the Nixon Administrations
Office of Minority Business
Enterprise, was fired this week,
and replaced by a black one.
Thomas F. Roeser, was fired
as Director of the OMBE, and
Abraham S. Venable, black
Deputy Director, was promot-
ed to full time director.
Roeser will remain as As-
sistant to the Secretary
Maurice Stans.
Negro groups and spokes-
men had been protesting for
many months that the Nixon
Administration's "black entre-
Roser was not getting to the
heart of the failure of many
blacks to receive more than
"Small shops" help.
Roeser, at their instigation
had implemented the program
i nthe last few weeks but re-
fused to propagandize the pro-
gram's accomplishments to a
great degree until positive
results were self-evident, it
was said.
The black protesters had
contended that a black ad-
ministrator would be much
more conversant with black




same time that liberal justices
are being forced from the U.S.
Supreme Court and being re-
placed by the Nixon administra-
tion with nominees who have a
history of favorable rulings for
the South and conservatives,
that National Constitutional
Conventional which the late
lenate GOP leader Everett
Llirksen proposed to revamp
he U.S. Constitution, was
getting near to reality.
With thirty-three states, one
iess than is necessary to de-
mand that a National Constitu-
tional Convention be held, hay-
ing had their legislature al-
ready ask for such a conven-
ion, the Wisconsin Legislature
recently voted to open floor de-
bate on the issue on Nov. 4.
By EARL WOLSLAGEL contributed vastly to keeping
DURHAM, N.C. —A whole the South's economic machiner
not only well oiled, but pro-
ductive. In vital fields of
logistics, ordnance production,
medical are, and the building
of fortifications, the Virginia
black was a mighty force.
Brewer weaves a pattern in
his book which shows that by
the end of the Civil War, the
Negro "had already begun to
be recognized as a person."
But, as historian Theodore
Ropp of the Duke University
faculty writes in a foreword
to the book the author does
not speculate on history's se-
quel to the Confederate Negro.
What happened to those
skilled workers? How many
were "forced back to the land"
through the destruction by
Union forces of the South's in-
dustry and its transportation?
How many of them left
Virginia after the war, and
what kinds of jobs did they
find elsewhere in the nation?
he asks.
Any by what process, and
why, were the untrained off-
spring of these skilled Negroes
denied access to the very jobs
their slave and free black fath-
ers and mothers had done so
well for the Confederacy?
Dr. Brewer's book was made
possible by a Senior Research
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NASHVILLE — Dr. Alonzo T. beth Hotel
Stephens of Tennessee State
University was a delegate to a
joint African Studies meeting
in Montreal. Canada, October
15-1S.
Professor of History and
Chairman of History and Poli-
tical Science at Tennessee State
Stephens participated in the
joint meeting of the African
Studies Association of the
United States and the Commit-
tee on African Studies in Cana-
da held at the Queen Eliza
in Montreal.
The program included work-
shops in developing research
techniques and materials, Afri-
can bibliography, lecture dem-
onstrations, and modern writ-
ing.
Dr. Stephens, one of the
founding fellows of ASA, dis-
cussed at the meeting ideas,
concepts, and programs
strengthening and expanding
course offerings in the field at,
Tennessee State.
Wisc. Vote Can Legalize Nat'l
Convention For New Constitution
WASHINGTON — At the If Wisconsin passed a bill
asking for a National Constitu-
tional Convention, which will
be the first one to be held since
the present Constitution was
adopted in 1783, it must be held
Two-thirds of all the 50 states,
or 34 states' demand, the same
as for Constitutional Amend-
ments' okay is required before
a National Constitutional Con.
vention can be held.
The call for a new National
Constitutional Convention was
first made in 1954 when back-
ers of the 1954 U. S. Civil
Rights Law insisted on insec-
ing Title VI in that law as a
projection of the 13th and 14th
Amendments, which the Su-
preme Court has interpreted
as meaning that no Federal
monies can be spent without all
citizens, no matter to what mi-
nority group they belong bene-
fitting from such spending and
helping to plan for it.
In order to get Southern law-
makers to vote for the bill, the
late Senator Dirksen inserted
a clause, which may be consti-
cial quotas shall be specified
tutionally illegal, that no ra-
in enforcement of that civil
rights.
Shortly afterward, the U.S.
Supreme Court isused its fa-
mous "one-man, one-vote" rul-
ing, which says that election
districts within each state must
be as nearly equal as possible.
This was more favorable to
city dwellers ruling since small
rural counties in many states
had more congressional repre-
sentatives, more legislative re-
presentatives and therefore
more weight in law-making
than the thousands of persons
crawded into cities. The Negro
in the United States had be-
come substantially a great
proportion of the city dwellers.
Although many states and
even the Congress has balked
at the ruling and some states
are still waiting until 1971, when
the 1970 census figures will be
available, to re-apportion all
election dsitricts, already the
number of black congressmen
has risen from six to ten, with
many more coming as a result
'of the ruling.
Whereas there were very few
black members of State Senates
prior to the ruling, the number
of black State Senators has
greatly increased in many
states, including many of the
states of the Depp South.
MEMPHIAN TAKES OATH — Earnest 0.
Gray, a Memphian and senior at Tennes-
see State University, takes the oath of of-
fice as president of the Student Council
while Frank E. Sessoms of Aliquippa, Pa.,
COUPON
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the vice president, looks on. Adenisisterieg
the oath is President Andrew P. Torrence,




NASHVILLE — The inaugu-
ration of the Student Council
President and Vice-President
and the coronation of "Miss
Tennessee State, 1969-70" were
held here last week in the Cen-
tennial Room of the Student
Union.
Earnest O'Neal Gray of Mem-
phis and Frank E. Sessoms of
Aliquippa, Pa., took the oath of
office of President and Vice
President of the Student Coun-
cil. Lovely Evelyn Holt of Dan-
ville, Va., was crowned "Miss
Tennessee State." respectively.
They are seniors.
Mr. Gray, a pre-law major.
was Co-Executive Counselor of
the University Counselors last
year, and is a member of Kap-
pa Alpha Psi Fraternity. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Chris-
topher Gray, 2,511 Rust Ave.,
Memphis.
Mr. Sessoms, who is chair-
man of the Nashville Intercol-
legiate Council which is made
up of student representatives of
Vanderbuilt. Tennessee State
and Fisk Universities and Pea-
body College, is an independent.
A biochemistry major, he is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Sessons, 1461 Green St., AI*
quippa Pa.
Miss Holt, a senior majoring
in elementary education, in her
election a queen has been ac-
corded the highest honor which
students can bestow upon a
young woman at the Univer-
sity. She is a member of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority. Her par-
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Holt of 207 Ivy Street, Danville,
Va.
Members of the court of Miss
Tennessee State are: Misses
Muriel Elaine James of Nash-
ville, senior; Mary E. Williams,
Arlington, Tenn., junior; Bren-
da Joyce Boyd, Nashville; soph-




The Sixth District Pals1le
Meeting was held last week at
the Bethel United Presbyterian
Church at 1060 Mississippi blvd.
Presiding at the meeting was
Councilman James L. Netters.
Important business was discuss-
ed.
by Joe Black
Did you know that we black people are
thought to have our own language? Some of
our leaders imply it when they suggest that
white people must learn our language.
What is our language? FOteen for four-
teen! JOOly for July. DI S for this. Bread for
money. Hawk for wind! I could go on. It's
true that many of our people have fallen into
the habit of poor diction and slang. Many are
short on grammar and word usage, simply be-
cause they were not educated in the art of ver-
bal communication. That doesn't mean they
can't be. Or that they lack the ability to learn.
Let me remind you that we are Americans.
English is our language. There is no reason
why every other ethnic group can migrate to
this country and master English and we, who
are born here, can not. Let me squelch for all
time the myth that black people have a lan-
guage all their own. The ability to learn and
speak English is well within our capabilities.
Remember that! And remember this, too
...few things have more bearing on the impres-
sion we make than how we speak, the words
we use and how we use them. This is the age of
communication. And you'd better know how!
In a job interview, you very often make it
or fall flat on your face the first time you open
your mouth. So, start working on your com-
munication system. Do it, and you'll eliminate
one more barrier to better jobs for black peo-












By ARNOLD B. SAWISL.AR Lyndon B. Johnson.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) One thing was sure: The
Opposition to the Nixon doc-;speech spurred on organizers
trine for ending the Vietnam of next week's renewed war
war centered today on the protest.
president's failure to repudiate Mrs. Coretta Scott King.
the Saigon government or offer widow of the civil rights lead-
a timetable for U. S. Troop er. said "It is hard to escape
withdraw!.the conclusion that President
Nixon is trying to end theThe President's supporters'
said d • •on 
 I massive opposition to the war
trout honestly, explained his plan! 
ather than seeking an end to
the war itself."as much as he dared and that
Illinois State Treasurer Adalihe should not get the national
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Critics Rap Nixon Speech
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1901
Pres. Nixon Appoints
St. Louis Pastor
ST. LOUIS, Mo., — Dr.
Arthur Marshall, Jr., pastor
ot Metropolitan AM E Zion
Church, Lucas and Garrison St.,
St. Louis, Mo., recently return-
ed from Washington, D. C.,
where he was sworn-in by
President Nixon, as a member
of The National Advisory on
Minority Enterprises.
In reference to his appoint-
ment to the new federal agency
designed to help Negroes and
other minorities in business,
'Rev Marshall said:
I "President Ni x on wants
j minority groups to succeed in
"I feel certain that the Presi
dent will do something about
black enterprise," the militant
young cleric continued.
The Rev. Mr. Marshall of-
fered a resolution which pass-
ed, calling for conferences, "as
soon as feasible" to inform
minority groups of their op-
portunities to enter business.
The new appointee also call-
ed attentian to the "big
brother" program, which calls
for a business firm to counsel
and help a minority employee
set up his own business. CREDIT OFFICER La
In some cases, Dr. Mirshall Velle Bond has been promoted
business, and enter into the warned, the big bro er 1
mainstream of American econo- hinders the black enterpreneur,i
mic progress." J and then cited an example ofj
I the later, in the St. Louis com-
munity.
On Nat'l Tests Bd.
PRINCETON, N. J. —Dr.
Darwin T. Turner, dean of
the Graduate School at North
Carolina A&T State Univer-
I and the danger of precipitous'presidential race, said of Nix- cobs Jr., D-Ind., and Benjamin sity, has been appointed to theMrs. King, Adlai See I withdrawl without examining on's Proposal "this is not a S. Rosenthal, D-N.Y., Jacobs Graduate Record ExammatioIthe many other alternatives, plan at all, this is a hope."
'bon to run for the U. S. State.
Few of those commenting on Senate said he was disappointed,
Nixon's Monday night speech and he urged the Senate to holdi
suggested he had offered any- full hearings into Nixon's'
thing substantially new. But policy,
supporters said his plan for, "The president has failed to
a gradual withdraw! was the take the American people into
right way to end the war. his confidence," said the son of
Critics said Nixon was offer-the late Democratic preside's-
ing nothing that showed the tial candidate. "I had hoped he
remotest chence of success. would explain his policy for
Some critics compared his peace. Instead he raised the
approach with that of President specter of unwanted massacres
NAACP Moves On
Georgia's Schools
ATLANTA — (UPI) — A mo- school, while all students in the
tion asking Federal Court to
order the immediate elimina-
tion of dual schools in Georgia
was filed Monday by the Legal
Defense Fund of the National
Association for the Advance-
charged Nixon was calling for
I Rennie Davis, an antiwar, He expressed disappointment protection of freedom in Viet-organizer now standing trial Nixon said nothing that would nam "that does not exist."No Move To End War for conspiracy. said:o"Our au- indicate a lessening of U. S. Rosenthal said the governmentswer will be half a million Pc0- 1 backing for the Saigon govern- of Gens. Thieu and Ky "had Dr. Turner's election to the
to be changed" in order to get Board is for a term of four
peace. years. In addition to super-
Sen. George S. McGovern, vising the Graduate Record
D-S. D., said Nixon was follow- Examinations (GRE), the
board also directs the Grad-
uate School Foreign Language,
Test, generally required of.
candidates for doctorates, a
test taken by some 30,000 stu-
dents last year. DR. ARTHUR MARSHALL
- - - -
11th and 12th g rades eould,
attend the other school.
The suit listed 31 school;
systems where federal funds1
were cut off by the Depart-1
ment of Health, Education and!
pie Washington demandingi
immediate and total with•'
drawl."
Ted Johnson, a spo esmaan
for the New Mobilization Com-
mittee in Washington, called
the speech "an insult to the
Intelligence of the American
people" and predicted "unpre-j
ment or a withdrawl timetable
that might force that regime
to begin seeking more popular
support in South Vietnam.
The Lowenstein reaction wasj
echoed by Reps. Andrew Ja-1
ing -the same discredited poli-
cy we have followed to the
death of 40,00 Americans."
cedented numbers" would turn 
II nel Missions Exec.out next week "to legally and
nonviolently make known their
desires in the only way now :
left to them."
Nixon's press secretary, Ron-
ald Ziegler, said the White
House switchboard immediately
was swamped with phone
calls—"at least 95 per cent
positive."
Ziegler said about 1,000 calls
came from throughout the Unit-
ed States and Canada, most;
callers referred to themselves
Eyes Change, S. Africa
By A. C. FORREST
NEW YORK City —One of,
three things will probably
happen in South Africa during
the next few years, liberal
church leaders predict.
Apartheid — apparently being
eroded now—will be tightened
as members of the "silent ma- up, n extended and made to
work.jority."
Nixon quickly got some high-1
level congressional support.. 
Or there will be a race viar
House Speaker John W. Mr-1 wanitnd an n 
a tetzapelkosfioroninfrowmithotitthin.
Cormack said the plan was
be discarded 
anwdillevcennntutianlnlye







leaders—Sen. Hugh Scott of
Pennsylvania and Rep. Gerald
R. Ford of Michigan said the
President had been candid with
the public, and now it was time
to back him up. Rep. Rogers
C. B. Morton, R-Md., Republi-
can National Chairman, urged
the public to write and wire
the White House in suppo .. .ment of Colored People. Dominick,R-Colo.,Welfare for failure to meet in- said he expected the speechCiting a recent U. S. Su- tegration guidelines and S8 hie unanimity. One that,would do a good deal toward/apartheid is breaking downpreme 
Court decision out- others where the NAACP quieting down" antiwar clis-;The other is that the Southlawing any further delays 'n claims one or more schools
school integration, the NAACP are all-black. 
sent. GOP Gov. David Cargo African military is so efficient,
suit asked the court to force of New Mexico said "He's only and its internal security so re
pairing in any remaining Monday's suit was the latest asking that we be a little more pressive and effective,patient. ' anracially identifiable schools action in the NAACP's efforts ;armed rebellion or military at-
The pairing method, for ex- to intervene in a justice depart- Rep. Allard K. Lowenstein, tack would have hope of suc-
ample, would take an all-white ment suit against the State D-N.Y.. leader of the antiwar cess.
school an an all-black school, Board of Education aimed at movement instrumental last j It was 12 years since I was
put all the students from the requiring integration of all year in bringing Sen. Eugene In Africa before, and I could,
9th and 10th grades in one: Georgia schools. J. McCarthy, D-Minn., into the, not resist making comparisons.
- -- I didn't recognize Johannes-
burg it had grown so much.
I didn't recognize my hotel bill
either. South Africa is enjoy-
ing tremendous prosperity.
,"We're going to drown in our
affluence," a young pastor
said.
In church offices and at The
Almost all of the 40 or so
persons I interviewed in South
Africa recently— bishop and
/ pastor, clergy and lay, Euro-
pean, African and foreigner,
`Protestant, Catholic Jew, aca-
demic, business man, young,I
middle-aged and old—expect;
the latter. Perhaps some of
them just hope and pray for
that.
The call of love
is a special thing far wu
A sPecial fing for Wu
toil:mew:dove
Alovin'phone calL
(Dial your lovin' phone calls
when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.)
South CerttraiBiN
On two things there 
•
Institute of Race Relations,1
colored secretaries and steno-
graphers were working. I
didn't see that 12 years ego.:
On the other hand, taxis were'
few, hard to get and expensive,
for Africans and Coloreds
aren't allowed to drive taxis for
white people. Parodoxically
though, diplomats and wealthy
whites have African chauf-
feurs.
In the tall new Mobile Build-
ing where the Canadian Trade
Commission has its offices, the
elevators are marked "Euro-
peans Only." But in the dozen
or so times I used them, Afri-
cans used them too.
"Intelligent people don't pay
any attention to that sort of
thing." I was told. Every day
or so The Johannesburg Star
lashed out at Government po-
lices and deride "petty apar-
theid."
But on what this means, or
will mean for the future, I
did not find agreement.
"There are two things about
apartheid —the attitude of
mind, and with some South
Africans apartheid is an obses-
sion. They are so obsessed with
theory they are making fresh
laws to prevent the evolution
of South African society."
-Intellectuals of course say
if apartheid doesn't work, if
you can't implement it give it
up. But those who are obessed
with it, want to put it into prac-
tice in their lifh-time while they
still have power. They must
have passed a thousand laws,
all of which have disasterous





HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is one of the outstandingautemobil• sal•smon
in he Memphis area. Naturally, at Union Chev-
rolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstand-
ing s•I•ction of fine new and used Cars and trucks.
H. con be of great help in assisting and advising
rent en financing. S•• Tommy Grant... Mok• a No.
Buy on America's No. 1 Car Chevrolet at Union.
Board, the board which directs
a nationwide testing program
for 220,000 students seeking ad-
missions to graduate schools.
0.
to a new management position
in Procter & Gamble's account-
ing office in Cincinnati. In his
new position as a section
supervisor, Bond has responsi-
bility for determining the ex-
tent of credit allowed new cus-
tomers and revaluating the
credit of present customers.
He also is responsible for pro-
cessing claims for merchan-
dise lost or damaged during
shipment to P&G' s customers.
NATURAL LOOK
'Hair Preparation....
TteiFe Js a Look Preparation
for every Hair neiriL







National Baptist Hotel-Bath House
Own II Oporetvi By
National Baptist Convention.(
health & Pleasure resort.
hir Hotel i the epitome. of luxurious emillort and elegant living with "Every-
thing under one roof'. 9(i Rooms and luxury suites s%itli down to earth rates.
Air-conditioning, Colored Television, Radio, 21. hour Telephone Service, Dining
Room, Beauty Shop and Free Parking. liatli Ilmise.imiler the regulations of the
United States Government,. For information .11111 reservations ‘krite or Cal 
National Baptist Ilouse .101 11alvern \venue 1 eleplione 623-411161
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ByMon Claire NC.
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NO ROLLING-NO SETTING- FITS ALL SIZES
These Wigs ar• th• Wash and Wow by 111111-Cliit"
ills' see sir wide selection of ,10111: HUNAN HAIR GOODS
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
Special Clearance Sale
Italian Cut Wig only '10"
Curly Stretch (all over) Wig Slo"
BANK AMERICARD LAY-A-WAY MASTER CHARGE
Expert Styling s3.50
Underprivileged Mother Works To Job Talk For All Teenage Boys, Girls
Today's teenage population is
Educate 4; Wins Conscience Award a hard-working group. Accord-ing to recent statistics, about
NEW YORK — Mrs. Annie
Mae Bankhead has been nam-
ed the 1969 "Woman of Con-
science" Award recipient by
the National Council of Women.
Dr. Dorothy Houghton, Dean
Emeritus of the College of
Human Development at Penn-
sylvania State University; Judge
Florence M. Kelley, New York
This Award was presented at City Family Court; Mrs. Coret-
the Council's annual luncheon ta King, widow of the Reverend
held in New York recently. The Dr Martin Luther King, Jr.;
presentation was made by Mrs. Mrs. Elizabeth Duncan Koontz,
Belle S. Spafford, Council presi- U. S. representative to the U.N.dent.
The Woman of Conscience :
Award is offered annually for
outstanding individual contri-
bution to the realization of ani
NCW goal. This year, in addi-;
ton to the citation, there is a
cash grang contributed by
Clairol, a company which has
established a corporate tradi-
tion of participation in public'
service programs.
In her description of this
year's recipient, Mrs Spaffordi
said," Mrs. Bankhead repre-
sents the kind of inspirational
!leadership for which the
Award w a s convicted. Her
vision and courage in dealing.
with causes against unfavor-
able odds are characteristic of
all our honorees. But Mrs.
Bankhead's modest beginnings
suggest special strength in
overcoming the obstacles which
impede the work of a black
woman seeking reform in thel
South."
Mrs. Bankhead is president
▪ of the College Station Pro-
gressive League in Arkansas.
College Station is just outside
the city limits of Little Rock,
and Mrs. Bankhead has lived
there for 43 years.
Mrs. Bankhead came to Col-
lege Station in 1926 and began
to emerge as a community
leader in the late 1940's, when
she evolved as a political
force, encouraging and teach-
ing Negroes to cast their first
vote, finally, allowed in the
Democratic primaries that year.
Prior to this involvement,
Mrs. Bankhead has worked in
laundries and munitions plants
or as a paractical nurse or a
maid, taking in sewing at night,
in order to see her four children
through college. She was their
sole supporter. One son will re-
ceive his doctorate at Peabody!
College this year.
College Station is a town of
about 5,000 residents, many of;
whom live in crumbling!
shacks. Mrs. Bankhead's I
home, like those of her neigh-
bors, is without running water'
or plumbing.
Despite her personal hard
ships, however, Mrs. Bankhead
has been unremmitting in her
efforts to bring pride and politi-
cal leverage into the lives of
her neighbors., When she first
Commission on the Status of
Women; Mrs. Ellen Jackson,
executive director of Operation tor;
Exodus. Boston, Massachusetd
ts; Mrs. Gerald D. Levy,
Awards Committee chairman
of the National Council of!
Women; Mrs. John J. McCloy,:
Jr., wife of former High Coin-i
missioner to Germany; Miss
•
anthropologist, w r i ter and
lecutrer; Mrs. ,Louis J. Rob-
bins, honorary president of the
National Council of Women;
Sins. Mary C. Roebling, presi-
158% hold full or part time!
jobs, and competition is keen
Marya Mannes, writer, colum- 
!for all openings.
nist, lecturer and commenta-!
, To help young people apply-
ing for jobs, Avon Products,noted has prepared two leaflets
as part of the company's con-
tinuing education services. The
leaflets, "You & Your Job"
for girls and -On The Job" for
boys, give helpful hints on such
basic subjects as what to
sear for an interview, and
how to behave to make a
good impression.
Margaret Mead,
dent and chairman of the board
of the Trenton Trust Company;
Mrs. Belle S. Spafford, presi-
dent of the National Council of
Women; Mrs. Ronald Tree, When there are several a p-former U. S. representative to plicants for the same opening,'
U.N. Commission on Human often first consideration will be
Rights: Mrs. Bennetta Washing-. given to the candidate who,
ton Director Women's Job Corps 1 looks and acts most promising
Office of Economic Opportunity; , In fact, the leaflets point out.
and Mrs. Charles Yost, wife of! personal qualities such as a
the U. S. Ambassador to the pleasant appearance and nice
United Nations, manners may sway an inter
Where Jack'n Jills
Had Their Beginning
By TOKI SCHALK JOHNSON
PITTSBURGH — When repre-,
sentatives of Jack and Jill chap-
ters throughout the United !1
States, one hundred twenty
strong, and the Jack and Jill'
Foundation dignitaries came to
Pittsburgh last summer to in-
vestigate a pre-school project
involving children from a ghet-
to area, Dr. Omar K. Moore,1
director of the Clarifying
vironments Project interested, t
all of them in the excellence of,
the experiment.
Between the Pittsburgh Chap:
CONF. VET' CITED — Mrs. Carrie Fuqua, age 101, right
foreground, who has been a Conference Marker in the
Allegheny Conference of the AME Zion Church for more
than a half century. was singled out for honor h the
Presiding Bishop W.A. Hilliard, during the recent con-
ference session at John Wesley, Pittsburgh, Pa. Mrs. Willa
Mae Rice, center, district missionars president. answered
the call for a volunteer to arrange the citation, and Mrs.
Mary Meeks, left, a visiting missionary president from
Chicago, Ill., was designated to present the gift, a garland







became active, College Station Skin specialists report morewas known as a Saturday night visits from patients with psor-town, too rough for law en- iasis during late fall and earlyforcement. winter than at any other time
Mrs. Bankhead urged that of the year.
petitions be circulated to close * . 4,
the bars on weekends. Since Psoriasis ranks high on t h e
then the condition has improved list of the top ten most coin -
She also has advocated peti-
tions to obtain municipal water
and paved streets, has helped
to acquire the community's
only fire truck and, in 1954,
went to work for a fledgling
Head Start program that not
many people in College Station
thought would work.
mon skin problems. One of the
safest and most satisfactory
remedies i according to a pam-
phlet issued by the Public
Health Service, include: a corn-
Today Mrs. Bankhead is an
activist in the NAACP, the
Urban League, the Arkansas
Council on Human Relations,
and the College Station PTA.
"I don't see poverty as only
a lack of money," said Mrs.
Bankhead. "Pride plays a great
part in eliminating poverty. YOU
can have a lot of money in your
pocket and if you have no pride,1
you can still be poverty-strick-
en."
The judges who selected Mrs.1
Bankhead are: Miss Mary •
Bunting, president of Radicliffe
College; Miss Jane Cahill, ad- 1
ministrative executive at In-
ternational Business Machines;
Mrs. Edison Dia, vice presi-









is possible because of hidden
marriage of early king.
50 TOP JOBS
FOR YOU
without a college diploma!
BLACK VOTE
POWER




November issue on Newsstands
Now
04Livismassva
bination of coal tar ointments.
A refined, sophisticated for-
mulation which includes coal
tar and allantoin ( an ingred-
ient that helps speed healing) is
available in a colorless, g e I
form, The product comes in a
2-oz tube and spreads I ik e a
liqui d. It leaves an invisible
film on the skin.
The company that developed
the cosmetic gel describes it as
the first effective cosmetic ap-
proach to treatment of this
common skin condition, affect-
ing one out of every 50 Persons
in the U.S.
ter, the other 119 chapters and
the Foundation heads decided
that the cause was so worthy,
it would be a fitting project for
the organization to aid.
The Jack and Jill Chapters
had their beginning in Phila-
delphia; the founder was Mrs.
Marian Turner Thomas, more
recently of Detroit, and now a
resident of Washington, D. C.
Pittsburgh was one of the ear
tier chapters and was estab-
lished by Toki Schalk Johnson,
whose interest in her friends'.
children prompted the move.
During the many sessions be-
tween Dr. Moore, Mrs. Elea-
nor. DeLoach, National Presi-
dent of the Jack and Jill Chap-
ters, and Mrs. Jacqueline Ro-
binson, President of the Jack
and Jill Foundation, and mem-
bers of the Pittsburgh Chap-
ter. the group became progres-
sively more enthused. By No-
vember of 1968, Jack and Jill
presented !a check for $10,000
to the University of Pittsburgh
as a grant to the research and
demonstration project.
During the months since then,
Dr. Moore, his wife Ruth and
a small group of Pitt volunteer
students worked in the labora-
tory school in Pitt's Social
. Sciences Building. The School
space, vivid with color and giv-
en to the project by Chancellor
Wesley W. Posvar, has the fa-
mous "talking typewriter,"
reading machines that visual-'
ize words when a button is
BLENDED WHISKEY •86 PROOF • 65'; GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRIT 01969 CALVERT DIST CO., LOUISVILL KY.
Nice neat.
Try it straight.
This way you'll immediately find out why, in a marketplace of almost
infinite choice, it is definitely Soft Whiskey vs. the rest.
- .41 4 • • 4 • I • J•4 Ito





pressed; a closed circuit TV;
reading and writing tables:
hearing devices, all aimed at
etting the children guide
themselves.
Dr. Moore believes in sur-
rounding his charges with every
necessary means of commun,
cation, and expects grade
school work from a pre-school
child.
During the recent presenta.
ion at Pitt, support for the
project came from The Re-
sponsive Environments Founda-
tion, Inc. of Connecticut. The'
viewer when job experience is
lacking.
When applying for a job,
,
important to be on time, Mal
leaflets stress. Tbey also sug-I
gest that job applicants bring:
along a pen to fill out appli-1
cations, and background ma-
terial such as date and place
of birth, school certificate or
diploma, working papers, draft
card, social security card and
the names and addresses of
foundation is lending $50,000
worth of equipment, a station,
wagon with a trailer and gave
a $2,000 grant to the project.
And with a second $10,000 check'
from the Jack and Jill, excite-
ment mounts daily. It is just
short of a year since the project
got started, and advancement,
is very evident in the ranks,
of so many of the first group1
of students.
By the very force of Dr.!
Moore's personality and his ob-
vious love for youngsters, one.
realizes this is a task of untold'
worth to the community and tol
the small ones so deeply involv-
ed.
people who are willing to sup-
ply references.
After obtaining a job, the
leaflets advise new employees:
to look their best every day.:
Girls should wear proper make-!
up, one that's simple, quick tol
apply and long-lasting to avoid'
time-consuming touch-ups. Boy
Should be well-groomed and
shaved, and those who wear
mustaches are advised to keep
them tidy and trimmed.
To qualify for promot i • a s,
the leaflets continue, teens are
advised to be alert and watch
for opportunities to improve
skills and take on more respon-
sibility. Those who are working
part-time wale attending
school should choose electise
subjects wisely so they bet
oe the job: and those who
are out of school are advised
to sign up for night courses to
complete schooling, if neces-
sary, and sharpen skills.
Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!
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by William "Bill" Loeb
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• Dual Conversion Receiver Features 8/10 ay
Sensitivity
• Pi -NeviOgit and Low Pass Filter for Maximum
Power Output
Internal Range Boost Circuitry for Greater
Average Talk Power
• Built-in 117 VAC Power Supply, Operates Mobile
with Optional 12 VDC Pew Survir
• 14 Tube Performance with 9 Tubes, and 9 Diodes
. variable Squelch Control with Standby Switch
for Low Drain Instant Operation
• Illuminated "S"/"PRF' Meter
• Tape Record Output Jack (Rear)
• CB/Public Address Switch
• Heedphoria/External Speaker Jock
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Dr. Clifton R. Wharton
The election of Dr. Clifton
Reginald Wharton to the presidency
of the Michigan State University
heralds a new day for the black
in the hitherto segregated field of
American educational system. The
appointment however must not
evoke an erroneous assumption that
race was the guiding factor in
what must have been a difficult
equation to come by. In a situation
of this kind, it was scholarship, ad-
ministrative experience at the high-
est level of accomplishment that
were equated with the requirements
for the chief executive of a cele-
brated institution.
However, it is to the credit of
the state University trustees that
Dr. Wharton's racial identity did
not debar him from consideration.
We cannot, therefore, escape the
conclusion that character, ability
and accomplishments were the
measures by which he was ad-
judged.
His credentials are immacu-
late. The 42-year-old economist
has a long list of firsts. He was the
first Negro to join the student
radio station at Harvard, the first
national secretary and one of the
founding members of the National
Student Association, the first, in
1948, black student at the John Hop-
kins University School of Advanced
international studies. Early this
year, Dr. Wharton became the first
Negro to be elected a director of
the Equitable Life Assurance
Society.
He is currently vice president
of the Agritultural Development
Council, Inc., a private non-profit
organization with extensive proj-
ects in Southeast Asia and Latin
AmericQ headed by John D. Rocke-
feler Sd. Before becoming vice
president of the council, Dr. Whar-
ton spent six years in Malaysia,
teaching at the University of Ma-
laysia and working on the council's
program in Thailand, Vietnam and
Cambodia.
Of the 40,000 students at
Michigan State, about 1,000 are
Negroes. On the faculty of more
than 2,000, 32 Negroes hold full-
time positions. Long known pri-
marily as the nation's first land-
grant college and derided by near-
by University of Michigan as the
"cow college," Michigan State took
giant strides under Dr. Hannah,
who left the university after 28
years of service as president.
The East Lansing campus of
500-odd buildings is rated as the
nation's ninth largest concentration
of students. Michigan State Uni-
versity is the finest of the land-
grant colleges. Dr. Wharton feels
that his "appointment ... is an im-
portant symbolic occasion, but that
is not the criterion of it. It shows
that if one has the skill and the
talent, you're going to make it."
Wharton's election is a fore-
runner of a new day, the opening
of a new horizon for qualified men
whose color heretofore was a cause
for irreversible rejection.
Is It A Wise Course For CORE?
The Congress of Racial Equa-
lity takes a curious stand in the
sizzling New York mayoralty cam-
paign. Its national director, Roy
Innis, is not only against endorsing
any candidate for Mayor, he threa-
tens to mount a massive campaign
to chase mayoral aspirations from
the streets of Harlem.
This is by all manner of ra-
tionality an untenable position. It
is one thing to dissent from the
views of political candidates and
quite another to prevent them from
giving voice to their opinions.
The democratic process makes it
imperative that people be given an
opportunity to air their views in
the light of their convictions pro-
vided of course such views do not
constitute a call for armed revolt
against a representative constitu-
tional government.
Innis said that none of the
three major candidates — Mayor
Lindsay, State Senator John J.
Marchi or Controller Mario A. Pro-
caccino — had done enough or
pledged enough for the black com-
munity. He charged that they offer-
ed the black population "a choice
between arsenic, cyanide a n d
strychnine."
It is time, the CORE director
argued "to stop cosmetic candi-
dates walking through Harlem with
their shirtsleeves rolled up and pat-
ting little black kids on the head.
We will mount a masetve navote
campaign in Harlem."
We do not know much about
the other candidates, as for Mayor
Lindsay there is no question but
that he has a deep concern for the
preblems of minority groups. He
was am of UN mooing tattoo he..
bind the now historic Kerner Re-
port. It warn be who insisted on a
definitive unvarnished description
of the self-destructive dualism in
the American society. He has en-
courage and given policyrnaking
jobs to a significant number of
Harlem blacks. As a conseqence,
he is a popular figure among them.
Innis urged blacks not to fall
"into the trap of voting for the
lesser of the two evils." This op-
tion, he said, "fooled black citizens
in the past" into choosing between
President Lyndon B. Johnson and
Barry Goldwater in 1964, and
between Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey and Richard Nixon last
year.
On these ',occasions, he said,
"blacks should have declared: `No
choice, no vote." In this mayoral
election, he continued, "the blacks
of Harlem should refuse for the
first time to pick the lesser of the
evils in hopes of getting meaning-
ful solutions to problems."
These are impractical sugges-
tions which ignore poltical realities.
The inference as to President John-
son is historically incorrect. Innis
seems to have forgotten the mag-
nificent strides American black
men have made under the man who
was the first to have the courage
to include a black man in his of-
heal cabinet and the tirst Presi-
dent to put a black man among the
Justices of the 'United Stem Su-
preme Court.
CORE has eontributed much
to the black man's social progress.
Today, however, it Is a toothless
organization whose membership has
dwindled to the numerical insigni-
ficance of a Corporal' guard.
Nothing could more hasten its de-
mise than the suicidal political
'ours* it is attempting to mime in




By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
Maynard Jackson achieved national
attention a short while ago when he had
the unbridle audacity to run for a seat




and some whites thought
that Maynard Jackson
was out of his mind.
White men in Georgia
were afraid to take Her-
man on. How foolish it
was, they said, for a
young Negro, unknown in sa,.
politics, to tackle Her-
man Talmadge.
Some Negroes called Jackson an up-
start. Jackson had no money with which
to run a campaign against Senator Tal-
madge and Negroes gave him scant fi-
nancial support. Many Negroes voted for
Talmadge on the ground that Jackson
couldn't win.
This is never a good reason for the
non-support of a candidate. One never
knows for sure that his candidate is go-
ing to win. I voted for Adlai Stevenson
twice and Humphrey once and they both
lost. So, I supported Maynard Jackson
in his race against Talmadge and I be-
lieve I was the largest black contributor
to his campaign fund. It surprised most
of the people when Jackson polled 200.-
000 votes. It was very significant that
he received more white votes in Atlanta
than Talmadge.
The young black lawyer thought the
time was right and ripe for him to run
for vice mayor of Atlanta in the Octo-
ber 7 election. At first he had no op-
ponent and it looked as if he would have
none. But this was too much for some
"power structure" white leaders to let
happen. They urged Milton Farris, a
Gulf Oil executive, to run against Jack-
son. Farris a successful business man,
experienced and well known, was thought
to be a sure winner. But Jackson won
handily against three opponents. He
drew 56,369 votes, approimately twenty
thousand votes more than the venable
Mr. Farris.
Jackson made history. Never before
in Atlanta's history has there been a
black vice mayor. Jackson is young,
handsome, and articulate. It is estimat-
ed that 50 percent of the 87,000 Negro
registered voters went to the polls. It is
estimated again that 90 percent of the
Negroes voted for Jackson. If this is
true, Jackson received easily 17,000
white votes.
The Negroes went all out for Jack-
son. But unfortunately they did not go
all out for Doctor Horace Tate who was
a candidate for mayor. Doctor Tate, an
able executive of the Georgia Teachers
Educational Association had, four years
before, been elected to membership on
the Atlanta Board of Education. On the
Board he championed the case of the
Negro child and was not always popular.
Negro leadership split over the candi-
dacy of Horace Tate and Sam Mansell,
the present vice mayor, who ran for
mayor. Despite a divided Negro people,
Doctor Tate polled over 22.000 votes, the
third among seven candidates who were
running for mayor.
It is highly conceivable that if Ne-
groes had voted as solidly for Doctor
Tate as they did for Jackson, he would
have won the race for mayor. Negroes
bloc voted for Maynard Jackson but
split almost 50-50 for Tate and Mansell.
Some of my readers may know Mr.
Tate best from his work with the GTEA,
insisting that if the GTEA merged






turn Day M America to pro-
test the Vietnam War, made
many of us in the United
Kingdom very happy.
In the pest few years
concerned people in this
country have been brought
almost to the brink of des-
pair by the American ac-
tion in Vietnam and by the
spinpless, almost completely
uncritical support for it by
our so-tailed "Socialist"
government.
The possibility a fly.
American people succeed
Mg lit bringing this total
ly Maio fens *le eom mit.
meat of Americas "Fire
Power to as sad in, to say
wpwaii.
We fervently hope that the
protest days (s) succeeds.
Perhaps then Graham
Greene's ". . .long, slow
slide into barbarism of the
Western World ... " which
he said, in, reference to
American military presence
in Vietnam" . . . seems to
have quickened," can be
slowed down, perhaps halt-





I would like to comment
on the recent passing of one
of Chicago's finest citizens,
Leonard Chew. Mr. Chess's
untimely death at age S2
came entirely too soon.
Chess was a dedicated
humanitarian who served
the Negro community in so
many ways. Leonard Chess,
along with his brother,
Phil Chess, owned and
operated WVON, a Negro-
oriented r a d io station,
WeDM, an FM jazz station,
and be was a former presi-
dent of Chess Record Com-
pany, Chicago.
Leonard Chess was a long
time member of the Nation-
al Association for the Ad.
vancement of Colored Fee-
pie. In 110'7 Mr. Chess was
named "Man of the Year"
by the Chicago urban
League- He visa the king
in the field of rhythm and
blues and jazz, diseever-
leg such talents as Muddy
Waters, Chuck Barry. and
other great Negro stars.
Ile was a dedicated hu-
manitarian and tholiands
who had the pleas to
know him will
his passing. I consider *-
sett aid my flissily kris-
oda le have 111101111
fine man.
PAUL POSUPIAN






Dr. S.O. Onabanjo, my learned Nigerian friend,
played soccer in his youth in Nigeria and later as
a student in England. He saw his first professional
baseball game at Shea Stadium during the World
Series and he was fascinated by the experience. He
wrote a long letter about it.
"It was smashing, simply smashing. Those black
boys on the Meta were capital fellows and I should
have liked to meet them but those thousands of wild
people all over the lot were overwhelming. I escaped
from the stadium as soon as I could.
"Before the game a sportscaster
was telling me that those birds from
Baltimore were more professional and
better qualified to become the cham-
pions. But those Baltimore chaps did
not appear to be better qualified to me.
You Americans seem to have a great in-
terest in qualifications.
"There was no racism either on the
field or in the stands in Shea Stadium,
believe me. For an hour or so the peo-
ple seem to lose themselves, their in-
hibitions and their hang-ups. They
stripped themselves mentally down to their naked
emotions, like your stripteasers pulling off their
clothes. Perfect strangers were grabbing each other
in joyous embraces. Those home runs, as you call
them, seem to touch off orgasms.
"It was shocking to remember that Just a few
years ago black chaps were not permitted to play on
your professional teams. Now I understand why Jac-
kie Robinson is regarded as such a hero. It would be
unthinkable today to bar black players in sports
teams here as they still do in South Africa.
"I remembered too that account of the meeting
in the early 40s that your newspaper men along with
Paul Robeson had with Commissioner of Baseball
Kenesaw Landis in a New York hotel. As I recall it,
this Commissioner said white fans would throw pop
bottles and rotten fruit at black players on any of
those major league teams. Blacks were kept out of
the leagues for fear of their own safety was the
story that the Commissioner told your group. I won-
der what Paul Robeson thinks about all this today.
"Did I tell you before that I met William Shea,
the man for whom that stadium is named? He is a
very prominent New York lawyer whom you may
know. Quite a decent chap and a devout Catholic like
most of your Irishmen. If you have not met him, you
should look him up when you are next in New York.
"I was interested in an article I read about the
World Series and the manager of the Meta, Gil
Hodges. As I understand you Americans have a say-
ing that "good guys finish last." The article said that
Gil Hodges is a good guy who finishes first. I learned
that the black chaps on the team think this Hodges
is a capital fellow also.
"Sitting in the stands, I got the impression that
there was no trace of malice between the opposing
members of the two teams despite the fierce com-
petition. Even the wild partisanship of the fans around
me seemed basically good-natured with all their cora-
bative impulses under control. I suppose this is what
you were telling me about the basic sense of sports-
manship in the American people, their concern for
the underdog.
"Do you think there is any way to transfer that
easy, uninhibited, good-natured relationship that
manifested itself so beautifully in Shea Stadium to
other areas of American life? Certainly some of
your "social engineers" must have given this con-
cept some study. Your scientific people worked out
that miraculous trip to the moon. Why are not your
social scientists at work on some multi-million dollar
project to expand and develop the human spirit that
engulfed Shea Stadium?
"Perhaps you need a Gil Hodges in the White
House. They told me that he took the same Mets
team which came in last a season ago and inspired
it to win first place this year.
"These Met players were losers last year and I
am sure that everyone considered them "unqualified."
These same "unqualified" players this year are the
champions of the world. If this chap Gil Hodges is
responsible for the difference, I suggest that you
ought to get one of those big foundations to set a
up a project to study and analyze his mind, his style
and his philosophy.
"You must forgive my rambling reflections but
my experience in Shea Stadium has given me a now
view of the so-called race problem in your country.
I am beginning to feel that your country is suffering
from leadership. Obviously there is nothing wrong
with the people under such circumstance* as existedin Shea Stadium.
"Your society seems to be led by people who
attain leadership positions, especially in politics, by
pandering to the worst instincts and attributes of the
masses. Your politicians exploit the fears and the
prejudices of the voters to get elected. Have you
thought about this?
"Gil Hodges must have raised- the hopes and
appealed to the best in each of those Met players, He
got them to drown their differences in a great goal.
Has your so-called "Ameriean dream" been sold to
the people? You need black and white leaders who
can do that. Think about it, chap."
•
• --• • A. *a,
with his own dance company,
has been signed by producer
Charles K. Peck Jr. to chore-
ograph "La Strada," the new
musical which will open at the
Lunt-Fontanne Theatre on De-
cember 8th. Based on the Hall-
an film classic, the production
will have music by Lionel Bart
and a book by Mr. Peck.
Mr. Ailey was choreographer
of Samuel Barber's "Ashows
and Cleopatra'' which opened
the new Metropolitan Opera
House in Lincoln Center.
* addition * works for his
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1,969 DEFENDER
"HALLOWEEN•HARVEST" was the theme of the party which attracted this
group to the borne of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman W. Robinson on South Montgom-
ery last Friday night, and seated on 'floor is the honoree, Mrs. Barbara Simp-
les flanked by her parents, Mr. and lira. Sherman W. Robinson. Kneeling
amend table, from left, are Miss Derothy Evans, Mrs. Marguerite McChris-
ten, W. L. Jones, and Mrs. Verdell Nortberess. Standing, Basso osier, are
Leaves Detroit;
Moves To Coast
Alvin Ailey, who has earned own company, which has
an international reputation Performed in America and
in Europe, Mr. Ailey has creat-
ed ballets for the Joffrey and
Harkness dance companies.
Earlier this year. the Alvin
Kiley American Dance Thea-
tre was seen in concert at
the Billy Rose Theatre As a
dancer, Mr. Ailey appeared in
"House of Flowers" and "Ja-
maica" on Broadway.
"La Strada" will be directed
by Alan Schneider and will
play 5 weeks in Detroit's Fisher
Theatre before opening Is
New York at the Lunt-Fontanne
December 8.
NEW SITPBBMIC — Jean Terrell (r), will join Mokswe's
world famous Supremes in January when Diana Rees tear.
es the famed singing group. With Miss Terrell are lie-
presses Cindy Birdsong. left, and Mary Wilma, center.
Molars Me)
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Mrs. Barbara WWiams, Charles Williams, Mrs. Vernisteen Moak Mts. ova
erine Nubia, Mrs. Lillian Anderson, Mrs. Eltie Bell, the Rev. Ezekiel Bell,
Mrs. Lillian Hammond, Curtis Jeans. Mr. and Mrs. James A. Simpson, Sr.,




EXCMNO NEW PERSONALITY ON
50,000 Watts WINAof Soul Power
Joh nn ieWalker Red




Detroit's new Vest Pocket
Theatre will have its opening
on Tuesday, November 4th,
with the popular comedy suc-
cess "The Boys In The Band".
This will be the first attraction
of a series of four to be pre-
sented at Detroit's "oft.
Broadway" theatre formerly
the Great Lakes movie
house at 14832 Grand River near
Greenfield
"The Boys In The Band" is
not for children. It is not a
play about a homosexual but a
play that takes the homosexual
way of life totally for granted
and uses this as a valid basis
of human experience. "It
makes Edward Albee's 'Who's
Afraid Of Virginia Woolf?' see
like a vicarage t,ea party",
said Clive Barnes in the N.Y.
Times.
"The Boys In The Band" is
JudgeTurrmrSpeaks
During Friend's Day
Annual Friends' Day was cel-
ebrated recently at the First
1Baptist Church, First Street.
I with Juvenile Court Judge Ken-
neth Turner as the guest speak-
er.
It was sponsored by the 50th
Ward Civic Club. John W. Cole-
man is president.
screamingly funny and per-
ceptively dramatic" A smash
hit in New York in Los An-
geles, in London and in Paris
Detroiters will experience a
powerful play that peels away
the pretensions of its charac-
ters, producers say.
City Ushers To Miet
This Thursday Night
The City Usher Association
skill hold its regular montnly
imeeting this Thursday night.




asks all members to be pro*.
ent Mrs. Rosie WIMPS Ii 1140
porter.
TN MT PEACES TO BET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
,are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked In Memphis by klimplilens 
• 'VA0....outthiod noshoti dolly na your big
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ATLANTA — Eight .,:ollege
basketball teams will compete
In the 18th Annual Georgia In-
vitational Tournament sponsor-
ed by The Extra Point Club,
Inc., Atlanta, Georgia.
The annual pre-season tour-
nament will be played in Sam-
uel II. Archer Health and Phy-
sical Education gymnasium
Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day December 4, 5, and 6.
Six Georgia Colleges, five
and two out of the state teams
have accepted the invitation to
participate in this sports extra-
vaganza.
WINS SECOND CAR — Rev. Jingoes Mc
Tik•ic points to the 1969 new Chevrolet Im-
pala he won recently In the Golden Circle
Life Insurance Company's S a I e-O-Rama
Sweepstakes, and to qualify for the first
prize he increased his debit size to $868.63,
a total increase of 9182.87. It was the sec-
ond time in a row that he has won a new
car. A native of Bolivar, Tenn., he is the
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390
Delmont.





Roliv•r and serves as co-pastor of the Zion
Temple Church of God in Christ. When
reaelving keys to his new car, he s a i d,
"Again I am blessed with the privilege of
thanking the Golden Circle Life Insurance
Company and my clients for another vic-
tory. You made it possible for me to win
another Impala. The Golden Circle h a s
been a golden Opportunity. God gave me
tailor with the people.
Gwec eect
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH-1231 E SHELBY DRIVE (WH!TEHAVEN










93 score ors 16.790
Stokely
PINEAPPLE
JUICE 46 oz., 2940
Ma Brown 21 az.
GRAPE JELLY 390







cut up per lb 320
4 Legged per lb. 290
BATHROOM TISSUE2 2 Roll
pkg,
(4 Rolls)







4 lb. pkg. or more 16. 550
DintyaMoor 15 oz.
BEEF STEW
Motts Coun try Style
APPLE SAUCE 350





Royal Prince Stuffed 16 oz,
PEPPERS CABBAGE 490
Knife & Fork 14 oz. can.




KRAUT Qt. jar 310
Showboat 14 1: oz
DICED TURNIPS 2-33*
FED MON
1 Soft weve Bathroom Tissue
tt?
2 2 Roll Pkg. (4 Rolls) 1
With coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding c
and
voli..• of coupon m•rchan dis• ( fresh milk products 
tobacco also excluded in compliance with state 
L
1: law). coupon expires noon Wedn•sday Nob. 4-, 1959ANTI! rem purchase not includ•d in coupon re-
demption ONE VOLIROit't PER FAMILY PER WEEK
'-n1M•7747.1.7:1•17:1•77::17:r.r.:7!•:=:17:•77.71::::•1.
Fresh Meaty
Short Rib of Beef
choice per lb. 429*
for boiling per lb. 25$
Slab BACON 
sliced per. lb. 
m,„,,
piece per lb. 550
PICTURE TUBB GUARANTEED 1 YEAR
30-DAY SPECIAL.
ON COLOR TV,s BLACK & WHITE STEREOS
0000000000 ••• •••••  00000000000000 ••••
SERVICE 131 rick "ite $2-513
Color  S5.00
i CHARGE Stereos, 42.50
•• •
: Written Guarantee •'
90 days on all work E




WHY BUY OR RENT" WE CAN REPAIR YOUR SET- ---- NO SET UNREPAIRABL. E -
RADIO & TV SERVICE 774-2146
1446Humber Street Memphis,Tenn. 38106
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1969
Group To Seek Change In Food Inspection
The Mid-South Medical Cen-
ter Council is recommeudiag
the State Legislature that the
total milk and food sanitation
program should be vested In
the Tennessee Department Of
Public Health.
Frank Norfleet, Chairman,
stated that the recommendation




HANOVER, N.H. — Sylves-
ter Russell, of Memphis, Tenn.,i
was among the 860 members of
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1
the milk and f ood sanitation
programs of the state.
He stated that a sub-commit-
tee on Environmental Health
serving under the chairmanship
of Mr. Leon Grosmaire, Maxie-
ger of the Technical Depart-
ment, Quaker Oats Company,
Memphis, Tennessee, had -dis-
covered that there is a duplica-
tion of inspections of restau-
rants by the Tennessee Depart-
emnts of Agriculture and Con-
servation and the State and
local Health Departments.
The grading of restaurants
is now a function performed by
the Conservation Department
and yet the State of Tennessee
local health departments a r e
charged by law with t h e re-
mouth College this fall, in the i
College's Bicentennial Year. He
is the so nof Mrs. Rosie L. Rus-
sell of 2171 Shannon Ave,
Dartmouth College, ninth old-
est in the nation, was founded
on Dec. 13, 1769, under the last
educational charter granted in
the American colonies in t h e
name of King George III of Eng-
land. It is the northern most
member of the Ivy League.
NATURAL LOON
Hair Preparation....
There is a Look Preparation




P o Bo. 1124
Carbondale 111,nots 62901
sponsibility of food borne di-rant. Recent outbreaks of food
seases. borne diseases in M e m p h i s
have indicated that the publicAppropriations for carrying
will complain to the Health De-
alt these programs are there- partment rather than the De-
fere allocated to the Tennessee partments of Agriculture and
Departments of Agriculture,
Conservation, and the S t a t e 
Conservation.
and local Health' Departments.' The study revealed 
t Ii a t a
Ismail number of counties a n d
The Shelby County legislative municipalities have already
delegation will 1* advised of passed local, ordinances desig-
the facts immediately accord- nating the responsibility with
ing to Norman L. Casey, Exe- local Health Departments-
as 
• Director of the MMCC, 
..
will the State Office of Corn- The Tennessee 
Public Health
prehensive Health Planning and
the State Health Department,
so that legislative support can
be gained for the passage of
legislation which will transfer
the function of the Tennessee
Agriculture and Conservation
Departments to the Tennes-
see Department of Health.
Norman L. Casey stated that
committee meetings within the
MMCC and Board of Directors'
heathy had resulte din the rec-
ommendation after it had de-
veloped that the public ordi-
narily believes that the Health
Department has a responsibili-
ty for the posting of the notices
as to the grade of the restau-
Association has also beguu stu-
dies of this problem and has
recommended that the reponsi-
batty for the inspection a n d
control of food service estab-
lishments be vested solely with





psi ia seconds as millions do with
011114.1. Many dentists recommend
NW ORA-JEL until you get
pleieseional treatment. 4,000171.N.
• :ftsillarimpi).cgra.jeg. g 
ED EXTRA MONE
We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy. handsome profit.
Independent Candy Co.
254 Vance Ave. 5262864• •
I SCOY
Tonight's the night to discover
the Smooth Canadian.
Seagram's V.O. Canadian.
Known by the company it keepS.
SEAGRAM DISTiLLERS CO. N Y C.
Rut they're on the move everyplace else, too. Se,
Why shout about it? At R.1. Reynolds we've long rec-
ognized our obligations te the black community and
we've been doing something about it. &mooing new
and different.
Our trainees get more than just a job effer. We
offer them a career with a bright and rewarding
future. And we back up our offer with the best train-
ing we can provide.
Our program his emu is row cMack people the opportanly te f011011 farm arx
that we NMI help but be proud.
Thars why we say "Bangs aro aa le BMW MIMI
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Ala. AM Enjoys Dance Group
NORMAL, Ala. — The 1989-laose "the creative utilization of
70 University Lyceum Series
will open with the presentation
of the Pomare Dance Group,
which will be making its first
appearance in this area, on
Wednesday, October 29, at
8:00 p.m. in the Gymnasium
Auditorium.
_The Eleo Pomare Dance Com-
pany is an integrated but pre-
daminantly Negro dance coin-
PilnY, the Eleo Pomare Dance
Company was organized in
New York City in May, 1958.
It was after the first season of
full-length concerts in 1959 that
the company took as its pur-
Negro talent and ability in
American Modern Dance."
This was in an effort to break
away from confining stereo-
types of "Negro" or "Primi-
Uve" dance.
The company was revitalized
in 1965, after Pomare's return
from a four-year stay in Europe
where he taught and perform-
ed in Germany, Holland, Den-
mark, Sweden, and Norway.
Since then, each year has seen
the company's growth and de-
velopment, along with the ac-
quisition of a varied and excit-
ing repertory.
You Don't Pay More..






















YRS. Kt HACK 948.1465
Ticket price includes 1 yr. sub-
scription to EBONY or 6 mo. to
JET
The Quality Remains. . .
Long After The Price Is Forgotten
You'll wear name brands for years
knowing they're the finest you can
buy from Beasley Jones Ragland.
Fine hand craftmanship... rich
Styling... luxurious leathers...
assures you instant and ever last-
ing comfort-plus smart good looks
that'll carry you through many
seasons.
Carolina State proved to be the
team with the greatest
dept h, outlasting Albany
State College 26-19 as the 
gallanUy to
coming crowd of 7,351.
Willie Aldridge, a sopho-
more wingback, powered over
for a pair of touchdowns as
the Bulldogs handed Bobby
Lee's homestanding Rams their
fourth consecutive loss and
the fifth consecutive setback
at the hands of tht Orange-
burg eleven.
Oree Banks' Bulldogs drew
first blood as Ernest Burgess,'
a 180 pound junior, bumped
over the goal line stripe with
8:02 to play in the second
quarter, capping a 63-yard sus-
tained drive. It took the Bull-
dogs just ten plays to dent
the Rams' end zone as frosh
quarterback Bennie Samuels
used Burgess and Wallace
Richardson, a 6-2, 215-pound
senior fullback to power their
way through the Rams' de-
fense.
30/60 Day Charge-6 Month Revolving
Charge. . .
Ilankamericard • Mastercharge
From Italy via Ambassador comes the unique duo
of genuine alligator luxury and special value. Out-
Standing Atyle at an outstanding price: $65.00.
OS SOUTH RAIN STREET
Beasleyjones-Ra land-Beaskjones-Ra land
HOUSTON — Texas South- Jefferson (10), Crowe Half-
em's resurgence on the foot- back John Mosley (10), half-
ball field last Saturday night : back Ralph Umbria( (11), Jet.-
could aid quarterback David ferson (10), Jefferson • .11). Jef-
Mays' chance of becoming. the ferson (31) and Croweo-(9).
TSU's all time great passer. The MVC game apparently
Mays, acting like the great called for double and . triple
quarterback that he is, hit on teaming of Jefferson who is
26 of 33 passes (79%) threw for the Southwestern Athletic Con-
263 yard and set a new rec- ferenoe leading receiver bi.10
ord of completions with 17 no sooner than the Tigers hit
straight in the 55-7 win against the field than di Mayis'throw a
I Mississippi Valley State over 23 yarder to Ken Burpaugh who
the weekend, has received more than his
That left the record setting share of triple teatttteg this
'
passer from Baton Rouge with- year.
in 22 pass attempts away from The SWAC's fastest end
the mark set by John Douglass. had only eight catches prior to
Douglass threw 594 times threw the game and the double and
in 33 games and Mays has 572 triple teaming coverage h ad
in 25 contests. Mays also needsileft Jefferson open to become
492 yards to tie Douglass for the number one receiver. Now
the all time yardage mark, the it was reversed. Mass went to
TSU quarterback with 3577 so Burroughs again (8) and again
far and Douglass with 4069 to- (9). Of the first 11 Pasigris, nine
tal. was thrown at Burrtitls who
I The junior biology major al- caught six. Also a 45 to pass
ready holds TSU passes corn- was called back because of a
pleted mark with 296 as against holding penalty. --
Douglass' 225 and the best per- By doubles and triple pass
centage mark of 52. that time the covasage had
In that completion spree, Ti- swung back to Burrougbt, Mays
ger flanker back Issac Jeffer- started his spree with the Pass•••••
son caught five passes in a row to Toombs.
'another individual mark. Jef- Center Fred Hill and defen-
Jerson led the receivers with 10 . sive tackle Charles Blossom
lcatches, yards and one made it easy to selife with
on a for one touchdown and caught I touchdown. fumble recoverage. ;:plossom
recovering by a 16 yard pass from Peterson. Mays started off the spree got two Nathaniel Allen inter-
for another. • with a 12 yard touchdown fling cepted a pass.
to Tightend Clayton Toombs While it was the first-victory
Thr Bulldogs scored their and went this way: Halfback of the season for T&.,. it was
last touckdown of the after- Larry Crowe (10 yards), Jeffer- an ego builder at Wit Coach
noon on a 1 yard plunge by son (12), Crowe (8), Crowe (22),IClifford Paul mentioned follow-
Oliver Ross. The Bulldogs of Jeffreson (14), Jefferson (5),Iing the game, "I thinrwe ars
A & M will take on the Ala- Jefferson (8), Jefferson (8) on our way, now." .„,„,
bama State University Hornets,
in the 28 Magic City Classic in
Birmingham, S a turday, in
Legion Field at 1:30 p. m.
At present, the company
consists of twelve dancers sod
Its repertory is dominated by
large group works. Where
stage facilities, limitations of
space, or finances do not per-
mit full-scale performances by
the entire company, "chamber
programs" by Pomare with.
soloists from his company are
available. Master classes and
dance lecture deomonstrations
tend all Lyceum attractions at
form also an important part
of the company's creative and
educational activities.
Portiere is a dynamic dan-i
cer, he was called by e'
critic the only choreograp--
able to make his dancers ex
press the deep resentment of
Negro frustrations with under-
standable movement.
His Harlem dance suite
"Blues for the Jungle" was
bailed as a work of genius in
Amsterdam without being ful-
ly shown. The work roughly I
traces the Negro's develop-
ment in America. It has as a
central motif a slave auction
that constantly unfolds until
the suite ends in a stormy
riot.




.FLY11NG WITHOUT TRAPEZE — Corner-
back Ed Sharockmaa (25) of Minnesota
. Vikings, is seen leaping over the falling
. figure of Dick Gordon, Chicago Bears star,
in fourth quarter of brillant play. Ed broke
up a pass that Gordon thought he had
caught. The Bears found themselves com-
pletely outplayed by the streaking Vikings
powerhouse. The action is an indication of
the extremes needed, ever so often, in pro
football, to get a specific job done.
Bsethune-Cookman Rips
NORMAL,
barns A & M University Bull- blocked punt
dogs, sluggish from the open- West and a touchdown—that
ing whistle, lost their second was set up by a sizable gain
encounter of the season to the by fullback Cooley: a pass from
Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman Atkins to Ross and an eight
College. yard keeper by quarterback
A series of fumbles by the Bellomy.
Bulldogs early in the contest The running and passing of
ALBANY, Ga. — South proved costly as the Wildcats quarterback Peterson and the
capitalized to quickly gain running of Al Haywood of Be-
18-0. The Bulldogs fought thune-Cookman were outstand-








to 18-9. This came
JOINS GIANTS — After five years of experimentation,
following the retirement of Alex Webster, the New York
Giants went shopping for a breakaway, ball, tarrying
star. They picked up Junior Corfes from the Atlanta
Falcons in exchange for two 1969 draft choices. Tough and





Outstanding opportunity for married
couple -minimum capital required.









NEW YORK — The $15.000
picked up by the 1969 New
!York Mets, individually, as
World Series winners, set a new
standard for baseball's blue rib-
bon event.
The $7,500 earned by Frank
Robinson, of the Orioles, lift-
ed his total World Series take
(1961, 19666, 1969), to $24 539.
Top tan earner of Series cash,
however, is Elston Howard. He
was in nine renewals, earned
$64,345.
HOUSTON'S BETHEA — Vowed, this year, to wise- All-
AFL recognition as defensive end for the Houston zniers,
the charging Elsin Bethea (above) was a 1967 4;;COrrier
All-America choice. A star at N. C. A&T, his mater say
he has no superior, this year, in AFL.
Black Rushers New
Pro Grid 'Premium'
NEW YORK — After several
years of trial-nd-error, in
which two celebrated collegiate
greats have proved disappoint-
ing Alex Webster, now coaching
wait/A the New York Giants, has add-
ed unior Coffey to his runningON JETS' JOB — Rookie Roger !
attack. Coffey was acquirdeFinnie, of FAMU fame, has re-
from the Atlanta Falcons.
fleeted such skill and speed,
this season, that the New York In fact, the National Football
Jets have made him a starting League has not yet replaced
offensive tackle. He was a 1969, the Jim Brewn. Jim Taylor,
Courier All-America pick. John Henry Johnson and,
4
•
FREE 6.9S SAMSONITE•Card Table
You Get This Table Free After You Have Purchased
A Total Of 4 Folding Chairs at 34.99 each With










yes, the Alex WeNster types
of hard - nosing carriers.
Of late the top NFL—rushers
have been stylish artists—
like the blurring, cake:making
Gale Sayers and the scooting
Leroy K e I ly, respectively,
of the Chicago BeaTs and
Cleveland Browns. They have
dominated the running since
the two Jims and John Henry
departed.
San Francisco's Ken Willard
and Minnesota's Bill Brown
have ranked just Gale
and Leroy, because 'e'--a lack-
ing of speed. Dick -Bats and
Don Perkins were as: much
men of cleverness and-quick-
ness, as of power.
The two N. Y. Jets-torVdozers
(Emerson Boozer an Matt
Snell) produced the power, as
well as the speed, needed to
wreck Baltimore's Colts.
When the Giants lost to the
Washington Redskins, a fort-
night ago, the 'difference,' in
Webster's "nion, was the
addition of cr4o hard-nosed
backs: Charley Harraway and
rookie Larry Brown. Big break-
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NEW yORK — As far as the
majoritt of the black students
at Fortlham University are
concerned, Congressman Adam
Clayton-Powell, (that dashing
Negro political legend) can
either sttape up, and mend his
way ( wIlich they find less than
condusit7 to a decent black
public itrfage), or he can ship
out, arid stop professing to re-
present his race publicly.
The IMMatum was issued
last week by the Fordham
black itudents, who walked
out enntaa,sed on the gay Con-
gressman .while he was de-
livering. a speech because,
according to one of the stu-
dents, they "don't belong to
the Adam can do no wrong
cult anymore."
David: Taylor, a Fordham
sophomOre., said after the
walking- insult, "If he fails to
mend his ways, fast and in a
hurry, there are many here on
this campus who will join me
in actively campaigning against
him."
He stated that the Congress.
man had inflamed him and
the other students with his re-
laxed evasiveness, and the
way he Would not adhere to
the topic. -
•
Powell also turned at least
one studeni off by his unortho-
dox mode vf attire.
"I never met Mr. Powell,"
said one young lady, "hut to
say the least I was very dis-
appointed in his dress. He wore
a baggy suit that looked like it
needed pressing. It was of good
quality, bill he looked down-
right unkempt."
Declarint that he was her
mother and father's congress-
man, not: hers, the student
said Power also irritated her
with his crude handling of the
press conference.
"He leaned back with that
long cigar in his mouth," she
said, "and actually asked thei.
men before the television ca-
meras, "What is it, Baby?"
`'He's not my congressman,"
she said most emphatically.
"My congressman must be
a black man who is the epitome
of dignity."
The fiery congressman was
visibly shaken by the students
performance, and consented
to go upstairs with them while
they laid it on the line to him
about his misrepresentation of
their race, and while they
helped him understand exactly
what it was they would be
expecting from him in the fu-
ture, that is if he intended to
continue his service to the
black race.
Even then, he somehow
managed to miff several of
the students, one of them
being Junior Harold Richard-
son, who criticized what he
called "a somewhat subdued
congressman when we got
him off by himself."
"He (Powell) may have
fooled some of the rest of them,
hut he did not seem at all
sincere to me." said Richard-
son.
deprivations and depravities
of the black race, they feel
that there is no time to be
wasted, and Miss Peters wasted
iso time in letting the aging
radical congressman know this,
in no uncertain terms.
"Since you are black,- she
declared," you have a full
time responsibility to black
people, half time or no time.
After all," she reminded him
(not so gently), "they returned
you to office time and time
again."
Mr Powell stated that he
was sincerely interested in the
criticisms received from the
students, and that he certainly
intended to take them under
advisement.
He left, having made at least1
one friend in the foreign
country.
Shirley Sloan, a senior said,
"My fellow students are just
cruel.
-None of them are half as
old as representative Powell,
yet they have the audacity to
criticize him in such a manner.
They are not hardly out of
diapers, and yet they presume
to be equipped to tell him what
to do. They can forget it as far
as I am concerned."
But Debra Blackwell, a
speech major, summed up the
feelings of the majority of those
present when she retaliated,
"I appreciate what Mr. Powell
has done in the past, but like
what has he done lately? He
is unquestionably a great poll-,
tician, and he was certainlyl
great in his era, but let's face!
it Baby Adam's era is over."
Real Estate For Sale
2493 LaRose
2 Dam • Deft - Brick Horns
1 Nock to Bethel Grows soma
aeati - Neat - Nice
FHA or GI Terme
Priced 11.950 - Call to
"C"Opn Realter ofe.458-3373
887 So. Highland res. 363-8246
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HEAR MORE SUPER SOUL MUSIC
WITH MEMPHIS
SUPER SOUL "DJ'S"
"In fact," said the student,
-he annoyed me no end. When
one of us would ask him some-
thing, he would turn to one of
his flunkies, and say, "take his
name," or "take her name,"
then the flunkie would turn to
the next fltmkie and say, "take
his name for him," but as far
as I am concerned, Congress-
man Powell can just get lost."
During the bull session up-
stairs, the seasoned debator,
iust sat back and listened to
the irate, students, without
saying w word.
Waite; W a shington, yet,
anotherZunior, put it this way,
"We drift want any of Powell's
soul brother stuff around here.
He shad just resign, and let
someonZ younger have his seat
and do-the job right. We don't
need no:part time congressional
represeative who is only
whitey'r clown before the
press aid TV cameras."
Bernaate Peters. a I9-year-
old sorlology major, showed
utter dismay at the answer
Powell—gave her when she
asked iDm why he was only
working-. part time. He told
ner exactly what he has been
publicly: stating for the past
two weeks, that he was only
getting 'paid part time, and
that thii is why he only worked
part tilde.
But to the dissident black
youth wito have a burning de-




















74 New Dodges and Low Mileage
Executive Cars in Stock.
only at
CHUCK HUTTON CO.







TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD





















































Loin Sliced asMixed Chops lb. 19C
TENDER SLICED
Liver Pork lb 390 Beef lb. 490
MORRELL'S ALL MEAT By-The-Piece




PSIS 7-UPS or COKES 6 or 10 oz. PH
with thIO coupon and $5.00 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco and fresh
or frozen milk products. 3'
6 bti. ctns. $I
00cid thru Tues., Nov. 11, UMIt One.





excluding toblICCO and fresh or frozen mi
products, and In itdditton to any other
urchase requirements.
ood thru Tues., Nov. 11. Limit Oro.
isss0 I .4Pb Piq's 1 '
lb. 5%
BONUS COUPON
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS iliP•
11-11
so with TWO 10-oz. Sticks Kraft
Cracker Barrel Cheese 
100 with TWO I-lb. boxes Kroger rrilZips or Kroger Graham Crackgrst_t1
50 with two I-lb. boxesKroger Saltines 
50 with 48 Kroger Tea Bags.„ Tca
SO 
with 24-0z. bottle
Embassy Pancake Synip 
SO 
with two 20-oz. loaves
Bottprrrost Bread
Cat with 2-lbs. or more GROUND









with 2 pkgs. Breakfast chops
or Center Pork Chops
with 2 reg. pkgs. fryer breast or
fryer legs. (NOT FAM. PAK.)
with two Chef Boy-Ar-Dee
Frozen Pizzas
‘‘itli a 10-oz, pkg. of
Shelled Pecans
with 5 ears of
Fresh Corn
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GHANA PRIME MINISTER Dr. K.A. Buda,
center, visits with John W. 'letterman, left,
president of the National Press Club of
Washington, D.C., and Miss Barbara Wat-
son, adminstrator of the Bureau of Se-
curity and Consular Affairs, Just before his














Ghana Prime Minister Hiawatha Art And Social Club Meets
A Washington Visitor
As the first African leader
to gain power from a military
government through democrat-
ic elections, Dr. K. A. Busia,
newly elected Prime Minister
of Ghana, said he is determin-
ed to make democracy work in
Ghana.
Dr. Busia spent three busy
days in Washington last week
in unofficial visits with Con-
gress, and officials of the World
Bank.
H i s one public appearance
was a speech before the presti-
gious National Press Club. The
speech and performance of the
very scholarly and witty Dr.
Busia before more than 300
niembers of the Press Club
were described by many as
."magnificent."
In his National Press C 1 u
speech, Dr. Busia said, "B e-
cause of our recent experience
of dictatorship and tyranny, the
obvious bias of our constitu-
tion is towards protecting the
individual, and the timing of
power. The doctrine of the sep-
aration of powers, so familiar
to you, is accepted and embod-
ied in our constitution. We are
'determined to establish the sov-
ereignty of the people and the
rule of law as the foundation
of our society."
Dr. Busia said the goal of
Ghana was "to enable every
man and woman in our country
to live a life of dignity in free-
dom.
"To achieve this goal," h e
said, "we must grapple with
grave economic difficulties be-
queathed us by the Nkrumah
regime. Ghana is paying dear-
ly, and will have to do so for
many years to come, for the
corruption, the inefficiency, und
the inordinate ambition of that
regime."
, Dr. Busia stated, "L e t me
;emphasize that the rejection of
:Nkrumah was not merely the
;Work of a few soldiers and po-
licemen. It received the unmis-
takable and massive endorse-
ment of the poeple of Ghana
who were the best qualified to
Judge in this matter. All who





NOTE 77.00 A. Month
2 Bedroom Frame.
Directions: Summer to Holmes.
South on Holmes to Johnson
Circle, Johnson Circle to East
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As to Ghana's international
policy, Dr. Busia said it will
be based upon "a vision of the
brotherhood of all nations
and peoples, in spite of cut oral
aud historic differences, belong
to the same species of man,
share a common humanity,
and can dwell together in bro-
therly amity."
He declared, "We shall not
be tied to the apron strings of
any country. whether East or
West. We shall make our own
decisions and take our stand
on all international issues on
the basis )f two ions.
the interests of our country
within the context of our inter-
national obligations: second, our
consideration for the welfare
and peace of the world on which
our own progress and prosperity'
will ultimately depend."
The Hiawatha Art and Social
Club held its meeting at the
Lelia Walker Clubhouse recent-
ly, and servivng as co-hostesses
were Miss Maggie Newson, Mrs
Louis Gaston and Miss Birdie
C. Lenoir.
Mrs. Grace Tardy, the presi-
dent, presided over the business
session, and plans were made
to fete one of the retiring mem-
bers.
Plans were also made for the
art project.
Other members present were





ris Bodden, Mrs. Earl Green,
Mrs. Lucy Fowlkes, Mrs Win-
nie Hill, Mrs. Emma Johnson,
Mrs. Carlotta Watson, Mrs. M.
J. Owens, Mrs. Amanda Smith
MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIESEL
Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paidi
Vacation. Local. truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who want steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.




and Mrs. Lillian Scott, along
with guest Mrs. Minnie L Al-
len,
Miss Lenoir is club mint-
er. • —••
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# LEARN TO DRIVE
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If You Have Any Trouble What so ever






BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAlli—
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 1711 SEAL STREET JA 64300
ON ALL RCA CONSOLE COLOR TV
(25 mile radius of Memphis)
Computer Crafted Color
WORLD SERIES SPECIAL
Here's color TV you can Corry (only 40 lbs. light)
with a powerful 21,500 volt NEW VISTA color chassis
and Super Bright HI-LITE color tube.
USE OUR EASY PAY PLAN! OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 9.
Colonial styling .
Automatic Fine Tuning!
Luxury-feature color TV with
AFt in all-wood cabinet.
25,000 volt NEW VISTA chassis.
Solid State components.
1149040%ERmaw GI:g1
23 OM. 293 kl• kk OWN






RCA MID-SOUTH HEADQUARTERS FOR OVER 24 YEARS
EAST WHITEHAVEN FRAYSER LAMAR [ POPLAR I
3431 Summer 4255 Hwy. 51 Se. 3118 Themes (tevry.p 9.) 2374 Lamar 5237 Poplar




*GIVES EVERY ONE FREE CHOICE.
•HELP S CREATE MORE JOBS.
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NEW COURIER CAMERA SPOTLIGHT
ROYAL COURT AT A&T —
Reigning supreme at annual
A&T State University wens
Miss Lillian Campbell (center).
"Miss A&T" and her court
Miss Claudette Napier, Nash-
ville, Tenn.; Miss Pat Tbomp.
son, Charlotte. N.C.; Was
Shirley Smith, Greensboro.
former "Miss A&T", Miss
Betty Colson, Wingate, N.C.;
and Miss Toni Beak, Phila-
delphia. Coronation theme was
"Salute to a Soul Sister."
THE RACE IS ON — Jockey
Bill Shoemaker makes his
dancing and 011110411 debut on
"The Hollywood Palace" which
was taped last week. Shoerna•
ker sang, "The Race is On"
and he had backing of eight
beautiful girls for the dancing
portion of the show which will
be aired early next year.
FOOTLIGHTS FOR ALI —
Former boxing champ Mn.
hammed All, left, trading the
ring for the footlights, re•
hearses for his role in the
musical "Big Time Reek
White" on the stage of the
George Abbott Theatre in New
York City. Actor Kirk Kirksev
I. in the center and at right
Is director-lyricist Oscar Brows
Jr. All plays a black power
leader.
CAMPAIGNING IN HARLEM
—GOP candidate for Mayor of
New York City, John Marehl,
gets warm welcome from maxi-
coated Mrs. Anna Bryant.
Sandwiched between them Is
Mrs. Bryant's daughter, Steph-
anie, 4. March' visited an ad-
diction rehabilitation center
there and walked the streets
shaking hands.
•
NEW YORK'S SEVENTH AVENUE — The heart et the
nation's garment district, is a place of contrasts. Trefal
setting disigners work hi fancy offices high up in the build
iugs bordering the avenue; but nu the ground level, the
street is something else again Here is where the real
movers of American fashion work — the men who push and
pull earls and racks of clothing through jammed traffic
and swarms of pedestrians.
a•••••• •• -0. -
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